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Choose the correct answer from the given alternatives and write your answer on 

the space provided 

1) An ________ is a reflected sound. 

a) Vibration     b) Echo         c) Pitch    d) Volume 

2)  __________ means to move back and forth quickly. 

a) Pitch      b) Amplitude      c)     Vibration    d) Echo 

3)  ______________ is the amount of energy in a sound wave. 

a) Amplitude     b) Echo       c) Volume      d) Vibration                                                           

4) Sound waves travel the FASTEST through _____________. 

a) Gases      b)   liquids            c) solids 

5) Sound is a form of energy produced by ______________. 

a)  Vibrations   b) distances         c) prisms        d) Crews           

6)  Sound waves travel the SLOWEST through _____________. 

a) Gases       b) solids          c) liquids 

7)  Sound travels as 

a) transverse waves       b) longitudinal waves     c) seismic waves     d) air waves 

8)  _________ is a form of energy that travels through the air.  

a) Sound               b) volume           c)  energy      d) wave 

9)  ___________ is made when something vibrates 

a) Light           b) sound           c) drum    d) pounding 

10)  A sound with a high frequency has a ___ pitch. A sound with a ___ frequency has a low 

pitch. 

a) high, low        b) low, high       c)  medium, high       d) high, medium 

11) the number of vibrations per second 

a) vibration      b) volume        c) pitch        d) frequency 

12) Which device measures sound waves? 

a) Oscilloscope       b) Stethoscope       c) Radio      d) none  

13)  Sound does not travel in space because 

a) Space is too far away           c) There is no matter in space. 

b) Space is the final frontier     d) Space has planets. 

14)  What is frequency? 

a) the number of vibrations per second      c)  how high or low a sound is 

b) the loudness or softness of a sound        d) the back and forth movement of 

matter 

15)  Measure of how high or low a sound is 

a) Amplitude       b) compression         c) speed of sound      d) pitch 

16)  An object that does not vibrate cannot produce 

a) Sound        b) light        c) heat       d) electricity 

17)  Sound travels FASTEST through which of these materials? 

a) Air      b)  Empty space      c) Metal         d) Water 



  

18)  Sound will travel slowest through which of the following forms of matter? 

a) Milk          b) desk       c) air        d) door 

19) In which medium will sound travel fastest? 

a) Air       b) water     c) glass      d) salt water 

20) Highest point of a wave 

a) Crest        b)  trough     c)   wavelength      c) frequency 

21) Sound needs a medium. 

a) True      b) False 

22)  Sound is a form of ____________ that travels as waves through a ___________. 

a) light/ transparency   b) energy/ vibration   c) energy/ medium   d) frequency/ 

medium 

23) Matter that carries sound waves is called a _________ 

a) Low        b) high         c) medium           d) surface 

24) Which of the following sentences best describes how sound moves? 

a) Sounds can move through solids, liquids, and gases. 

b) Sound can move through empty space or through matter. 

c) Sound can move through solids and liquids, but not gases. 

d) Sound can move through liquids and gases but not through solids. 

                        Fill in the blanks. 

1. The speed of sound in air in normal conditions is _____________________. 

2. Speed of sound in air depends on the ___________and________________ in air. 

3. Speed of sound is least in ________________________ media. 

4. Speed of sound in gas depends on its ____________________. 

5. Speed of sound in water is ____________________. 

6. Sound cannot travel through ____________________ media. 

7. The three characteristics of sound are __________, _________and ____________. 
8. Metallic sheets, plane polished smooth walls are______ reflectors of sound. 

9. To hear a clear echo _____________________ should be the distance between the source of      

 sound and the reflecting surface. 
10)  SONAR stands for ______________________________________________________. 

               Give reasons for the following. 

1. Speed of sound is the maximum in hydrogen gas. 

2. Speed of sound is much less than the speed of light. 

3. Echo, t = 2d/t 

4. Sound waves travel faster in high temperature. 

5. Speed of sound increases with increase in humidity 

6. SONAR is used to determine the depth of the sea.   

 


